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In recent times, methanol steam reforming has gained considerable interest for the 
production of hydrogen for different applications, fuel cell to be specific. Owing to the 
complexities involved in hydrogen storage and transportation, the in situ hydrogen 
generation by reforming is preferred. Conventionally, plate bed reactors were used that 
has large pressure drop and suffers from radial temperature gradient. Current work 
involves developing a plate heat exchanger for the methanol steam reforming using 
copper (Cu) metal foam as a structural support for the catalyst that overcomes 
drawbacks of packed bed reactor.  Effort has also been put to investigate the impact of 
temperature, flow rate and steam to carbon ratio (S/C) on the performance of reformer. 
The performance of the reformer is evaluated based on various parameters such as CO 
selectivity, methanol conversion, reformate composition. A maximum methanol 
conversion of 48 % was obtained in the current work. Experimental results suggests that 
at constant methanol feed rate, the methanol conversion improves by increasing the 
(S/C) ratio. However, it had a negative effect on the CO selectivity.
